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Time (CDT) Opening Keynote 

10:00–10:45 AM 

Back to the Hyperion Future: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going 
Great Scott! This time machine was not built out of a DeLorean, but there’s no doubt that technology has changed significantly over the years. Companies around the world are now 
embracing the Cloud. Oracle is investing hundreds of millions of dollars of research and development into the most complete EPM Cloud offerings in the world. And where we’re 
going, we won’t need roads. Whether it's Hyperion Planning in the Cloud (PBCS), Business Intelligence in the Cloud (BICS and the new Essbase in the Cloud), Financial Consolidations 
in the cloud (FCCS), or more, Oracle now has a strategy and a product for every EPM need. Where should you begin? What products are ready now? How quickly will I need to move 
our products to the cloud? Wait: what is "the Cloud" anyway? All this and more will be revealed by an expert Oracle ACE Director whose head is not in the clouds. If you want to be at 
the forefront of navigating the Cloud landscape, this is the session for you.  

 
Presenter: Edward Roske, CEO, interRel 
Oracle ACE Director, Edward Roske is the cofounder/CEO of interRel Consulting and co-author of the bestselling series Look Smarter than You Are with Hyperion. Known for his dry 
wit and Oracle EPM/BI mastery, Oracle has sent Roske around the globe to evangelize Oracle EPM/BI in over 45 countries across 6 continents. Though he was the first person ever to 
get a perfect score on the Essbase Certification exam, he is most proud of winning “Speaker of the Year” at the largest Oracle BI/EPM Conference in the world. When he’s not 
spending his free time trying to evolve into pure energy, Edward enjoys playing D&D on-line (generally with his two kids) and trying to find new countries to visit. Follow him on 
Twitter at @ERoske or check out his free videos at epm.bi/videos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Cloud Migration 

11:00–11:45 AM 

Why Move to Oracle Cloud: Busting the Migration Myths 
Edward and the he MythBusters team will prove and disprove urban legends and popular misconceptions about moving to the Cloud.  Uncover the truth behind the myths of future 
support for on-prem and Cloud and migration realities.   You shouldn’t migrate your HFM to FCC – myth or fact? EPMA is not supported in 11.2 – myth or fact? These are just a few 
examples of the myths we’ll discuss and prove/disprove. Become better educated and set realistic expectations for your EPM and Analytics Cloud migration.   If you are an on-premise 
user or admin, don't miss this presentation to bust the myths (and fake news)!   
 
Presenter: Edward Roske, CEO interRel 
Oracle ACE Director, Edward Roske is the cofounder/CEO of interRel Consulting and co-author of the bestselling series Look Smarter than You Are with Hyperion. Known for his dry 
wit and Oracle EPM/BI mastery, Oracle has sent Roske around the globe to evangelize Oracle EPM/BI in over 45 countries across 6 continents. Though he was the first person ever to 
get a perfect score on the Essbase Certification exam, he is most proud of winning “Speaker of the Year” at the largest Oracle BI/EPM Conference in the world. When he’s not 
spending his free time trying to evolve into pure energy, Edward enjoys playing D&D on-line (generally with his two kids) and trying to find new countries to visit. Follow him on 
Twitter at @ERoske or check out his free videos at epm.bi/videos. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Switching from On Premise to the Cloud: Hyperion Planning & Essbase to Planning Cloud & Enterprise Data Management Cloud 
We were ready! No more servers, no more IT, no more waiting for on-prem upgrades. Learn how Noble Energy moved on up to the Cloud-side (to a deee-luxe solution in the sky). So 
how do you get there? Join us for this informative session where we will take you step by step through our “migration” of Hyperion Planning and Essbase reporting solution from on 
premise to the Planning Cloud. We’ll discuss how we completed the Cloud implementation and why we decided not to just “lift and shift”. We’ll share lessons learned and tips and 
tricks including evaluation of prebuilt modules vs. custom, use of hybrid cubes and the benefits we achieved, how we use EDM to manage dimensions for the Cloud and how we use 
EDM to support our complex mapping process. If you are thinking about migrating to the Planning Cloud, don’t miss this Hyperion Solutions session! 
 

Presenter: Tracy McMullen, Architect, interRel 
Tracy McMullen is an Architect with interRel Consulting and an Oracle ACE Alum. She has worked with EPM & BI technologies for over 20 years. She holds many Oracle certifications 
and is a frequent speaker at conferences and interRel webcasts. Fun fact: Tracy just celebrated 15 years with interRel; she hates chocolate and is a diehard Harry Potter fan. 
 
Presenter: Stephanie Kollar, Team Leader Enterprise Planning, Noble Energy 
Stephanie Kollar has worked with EPM technologies for 23 years and been in the oil and gas industry for 17 years. Fun fact about Stephanie: she has spent some of her COVID-19-
induced time at home binge watching hair braiding videos on YouTube and modeling her new plaits for her neighbors to admire.   

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Planning for an EPM Cloud Migration in Times of Covid-19 
Should we move to the EPM Cloud? Join Twitter as they review how they completed a Cloud migration and solution Ideation phase during the Covid-19 quarantine. We’ll review our 
on-premise solutions, reasons and considerations for going to the Cloud, how we completed an ideation phase and what all is involved 100% remotely, and where you are today. 
We’ll share how our cloud implementation plan changed (Original timeline vs Modified timeline) with COVID and how we are making the most out of this Hibernation Phase by 
aligning all the internal teams for new integrations, OKTA security planning, some infrastructure changes, etc. before the actual development phase once a final decision is reached. 
 
Presenter: Swaraj Vamaravelli, Senior Application Developer, Twitter 
Swaraj Vamaravelli is Sr. EPM architect supporting the EPM landscape at Twitter Inc. He has been in the Hyperion space for the past 10 years implementing and supporting Hyperion 
products across several industries. Swaraj is an Oracle certified implementation specialist in Hyperion Planning and Essbase. Fun fact about Swaraj: He is a natural light portrait 
photographer. 
 
Presenter: Josie Manzano-Stettler, Planning Practice Director, interRel 
Josie Manzano-Stettler is the Planning Practice Director with interRel Consulting.  She has architected and implemented EPM solutions for 13 years across several industries.  Josie is a 
certified implementation specialist in Oracle Planning Cloud, Essbase, and Hyperion Planning and has spoken at several ODTUG Kscope conferences and most recently at the ODTUG 
Learn from Home series earlier this year.  Fun fact about Josie:  she is a relentless supporter of USC football! 
 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Migrating to Oracle EPM Enterprise and Creating Your Own Functionality with Groovy 
Back in Orlando, 2007, Joe Aultman presented a case study in migration to Hyperion System 9 Essbase and Planning, with custom JavaScript UI enhancements and validations. (It 
was so fun!) Now, in 2020, the buzz in migrations is all about moving from older EPM Cloud SKUs (PBCS, PCMCS, etc.) into the newer EPM Cloud product bundles (Standard & 
Enterprise). This session will be about what moving into the new EPM Cloud world is like, and how it has gone down for some of our clients at interRel. We'll also look at the new way 
to do customizations and validations. It's no longer JavaScript, now it's Groovy! As an advocate of the Groovy language for over a decade he is excited to show off some examples of 
how we are leveraging this feature of EPM Cloud in new and amazing ways. Join us! 
 
Presenter: Joe Aultman, Strategic Services Architect, interRel 
Joe first went to Essbase Bootcamp (and fell in love) in the year 2000. He was an EPM administrator for three different billion dollar+ companies and began showing off those 
solutions at conferences. interRel then hired him to do strategic EPM consulting, which he has focused on for the past 7 years. 
 



Time (CDT) Cloud Migration 

3:00 – 3:45 PM 

Migrating from HFM to EPM Cloud 
With the recent release of 11.2 many HFM customers are faced with the choice - upgrading to 11.2 or migrating to the Cloud.  This session will focus on the journey, share the pros 
and cons and highlight customer successes who have made the successful move to the Cloud. 
 
Presenter: Rich Wilkie, Senior Director of Product Management, Oracle  
2020 marks Rich Wilkie's 20th year at Oracle Corporation. He began as a Solutions Consultant at Hyperion Solutions and rose through the ranks of Enterprise Performance 
Management at both Hyperion and Oracle to his current role as Vice President of Product Management. Rich began his career as a Certified Public Accountant with Arthur Andersen 
and added a master's degree in information systems to help expand his knowledge and skills into the world of information systems. Covering everything from Consolidations to 
Account Reconciliations to Statutory Reporting, Rich helps manage the entire On-Premises and Cloud Close suite of products for Oracle. 

 

  



Time (CDT) Real World Solutions 

11:00–11:45 AM 

Double Your Pleasure, Double Your Fun: EPM Cloud and OAC Together at PEMCO 
Join us for this case study on how PEMCO implemented Planning Cloud and OAC together for a best practice solution. Learn how we use the powerful planning and forecasting 
solutions with Planning Cloud along with reporting cubes in Essbase and easy to use Oracle Analytics Cloud data visualizations and dashboarding. Join us for this session where we 
will share with you the “Why” we use both Planning Cloud and OAC, the “When” of when it makes sense to combine and what stage of the implementation process, and the “How” of 
how to actually integrate data between the two solutions. We’ll also share how we migrated from on-premise to this solution over multiple phases. This session has all of the flavor of 
Doublemint Gum and you don’t want to miss it! 
 
Presenter: Josie Manzano-Stettler, Planning Practice Director, interRel 
Josie Manzano-Stettler is the Planning Practice Director with interRel Consulting.  She has architected and implemented EPM solutions for 13 years across several industries.  Josie is a 
certified implementation specialist in Oracle Planning Cloud, Essbase, and Hyperion Planning and has spoken at several ODTUG Kscope conferences and most recently at the ODTUG 
Learn from Home series earlier this year.  Fun fact about Josie:  she is a relentless supporter of USC football! 
 
Presenter: Jessica Delgado, Director of Financial Planning & Reporting, PEMCO Insurance 
Jessica Delgado’s range of experience includes strategic financial planning & budgeting, financial analysis & modeling, corporate accounting & financial reporting, foundation 
accounting & reporting, investment reporting, and treasury management. Jessica is experienced in the management of finance transformation and technology implementation 
programs. Jessica has been at PEMCO for the last nine years. Prior to that, she worked at AT&T Wireless and Alaska Airlines. Jessica has an BBA in accounting from Seattle University 
in Seattle, Washington as well as a CPA certification. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

A Day in the Life of Modern Business Analytics with OAC 
Instead of a just a glossy PowerPoint review, this session will walk through a live demo of utilizing  the Oracle Analytics Cloud as an End User would, blending data sources including 
Excel and EPM in data preparation, and storing the resulting data sets in ADW, then leveraging Natural Language Processing for search analytics, data enrichment, auto-visualizations, 
single click advanced analytics, Natural Language Generation for textual narrative of data, machine learning to build new canvases, presentation mode for online sharing, and 
exporting and of course Mobile use of the data with Day by Day! 
 
Presenter: Mitch Campbell, Senior Director of Product Marketing & Analytics, Oracle 
Mitch Campbell has worked with many different analytic platforms, including Oracle Essbase, Oracle Analytics, and EPM / Hyperion reporting tools. Mitch has over 20 years of 
experience with Oracle and Hyperion, and currently focuses on the Oracle Analytics Cloud, Oracle Analytics Server, Oracle Fusion Analytics Warehouse, and Oracle Essbase. 
 
Presenter: Barry Mostert, Senior Director of Product Marketing & Analytics, Oracle 
After close to a decade of implementing business intelligence solutions, Barry came to Oracle via the Hyperion acquisition in 2007. Barry's background covers the full spectrum of 
business analytics including Essbase, OBIEE, legacy Oracle/Hyperion BI solutions (such as Brio) coupled with a thorough understanding of integration with EPM applications. Marrying 
a strong history with Oracle products, up-to-date knowledge and strategic direction of the latest offerings. 
 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Connecting Consolidations, Budget/Forecasting, & Reporting 
This session will provide and explain a solution blueprint of how we built & used Hyperion’s range of on-premise & cloud EPM products to support the Accounting’s consolidation, 
FP&A budget/planning/forecasting, and company-wide analytics and reporting at GameStop and ATW (American Trailer World), with a focus on specific application elements, reports, 
and considerations for the Retail industry. 
 
Presenter: Trey Daniel, Consolidations Technical Lead, Toyota 
Trey Daniel is an Oracle-Certified Hyperion solution architect/system integrator/internal consultant/administrator with 15+ years of EPM and FP&A experience & over 13 successful 
Hyperion implementations. He helps clients and companies transform their Financial Close & Consolidation and Budget/Forecast processes from manual, disparate systems and tasks 
to automated, enterprise-class EPM solutions through on-premise and/or cloud applications. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

How Textron uses HFM – The Good, The Bad and The Ugly 
This session will discuss some good things Textron does in HFM - like using process management to control its data. We’ll discuss some of the bad things that made it into the 
application before we knew better and can't change easily. The Ugly will address some of the mistakes presenter Michael Reed has made over the years that caused some major pain. 
If time permits, we’ll discuss why Textron plans to stay on HFM for the foreseeable future (at least 3 - 7 years). 
 
Presenter: Michael Reed, Enterprise Finance Systems Manager, Textron, Inc. 
Michael Reed oversees the "Hyperion" applications throughout Textron. Textron uses HFM, Planning, Essbase, FDMEE and Financial Reports. Michael started as an Essbase developer 
in 1994, then moved into the HFM role in 2001 and Planning came in 2002. 

 



 

Time (CDT) Real World Solutions 

3:00 – 3:45 PM 

Oracle Tools for Planning, Budgeting, and (re)Forecasting During COVID-19 
Due to COVID-19, healthcare organizations have significantly, if not entirely, decreased the ability to perform elective surgeries. For many hospitals and care facilities, furloughing 
staff and implementing pay cuts have become the new normal. But are you prepared for when operating rooms are allowed to open? Do you have a plan to quickly increase staffing 
in the right areas? Do you have equipment and supplies ready to reintroduce these elective procedures? In this session, we’ll dive into creating ready-at-hand plans for multiple 
scenarios, so that your organization can be best prepared to return to regularly scheduled operations. 
 
Presenter: Bill Mowle, Director of Finance Analytics Systems Team, Children’s Hospital Colorado 
Bill Mowle is the director of finance management systems at Children's Hospital Colorado and has been a certified project management professional (PMP) for 13 years. Since 1999 
Bill has implemented Hyperion applications in both the large consumer-packaged goods industry and in health care. He has expertise in leading transformational projects related to 
financial analytics, using both Hyperion Planning and Essbase solutions. 

 

  



Time (CDT) Tips & Tricks 

11:00–11:45 AM 

How to Easily Meet the New Lease Reporting Standards for IFRS16 with Financial Consolidation and Close Cloud 
Effective January 1, 2019 for many companies, the IASB’s (IFRS16) and the FASB’s (ASC842) new lease standards require nearly all leases to be reported on lessees’ balance sheets 
as assets and liabilities. We will show you how to easily implement IFRS 16 in 8 weeks on FCCS, including some examples and success cases with the benefits on having a full 
compliance solution. 
 
Presenter: Arturo Aguila, Operations Director, Quick Hit Solutions 
Arturo Aguila is a certified PMI, TOGAF, SCRUM professional who sees the great benefits EPM applications bring to Quick Hit Solutions’ customers. He created and has managed the 
great company since 2008, evolving it to be the best one in EPM solutions in Mexico and other Latin America's countries, focusing in optimizing their customer's information processes 
under excellence and profitability values for every organization we collaborate with. 
 
Presenter: Gimena Olguin, General Director, Quick Hit Solutions 
Gimena Olguin loves EPM Solutions and sees the great benefits those applications bring to customers. She was the first Women Essbase Certified Consultant in LATAM 2002; Now, 
she’s evolved to create and manage a Consulting company specialized in BI & EPM for more than 5 years. She counts on a team of more than 40 passionate people, with more than 
15 years of experience, and counting. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Top 10 Customer Questions on Oracle EPM 
There truly is no such thing as a stupid question. The reason?  Because someone else is also asking the same question.  So It doesn’t matter if you are one of those “old school” 
Hyperion gurus who started on version 1.0 of On Prem Planning or a wide eyed newbie whose only experience with EPM is an Excel spreadsheet… the world of Oracle EPM is 
constantly evolving and frankly, can be confusing.  Join me as I address the Top 10 questions that customers are asking today and see if I can help answer the questions that are 
also on your mind.  
 
Presenter: Glen Chang, COO, interRel 
Glen Chang is the COO of interRel. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Reducing Spreadsheet Risk and Maintenance Through Better Spreadsheet Design 
As spreadsheets will be part of our lives for years to come, it may be smart to understand more about how spreadsheets accumulate bad things. It is common practice to copy 
corporate share drive directories from one month to another to begin the financial close process.  Perhaps you have noticed your spreadsheet file sizes seem to keep growing and you 
really don't know why.  Further, when it comes to Essbase reporting within Excel, there are many styles used by spreadsheet users to layout the retrieval.  Some of these styles are 
good, but others are not so good.  Join this session to explore the internals of how Excel worksheets are constructed, discuss common issues causing bloated file sizes and how to fix 
them, and introduce a worksheet retrieval technique that will make your spreadsheets easier to maintain and easier to audit. 
 
Presenter: Tim Tow, President, Applied OLAP 
Tim Tow is the Founder and President of Applied OLAP and the visionary for the innovative Dodeca product. He has been working exclusively with Oracle Essbase since 1995, 
specializing in the Essbase Java API. An Oracle ACE Alumni, Tim blogs on Essbase topics and leads the development team for the Dodeca Spreadsheet Management System and the 
Dodeca Excel Add-In for Essbase.  Tim was one of the first 5 Microsoft Excel MVP's in the world, served on the ODTUG Board of Directors for seven years, is a patent holder, a 
published author on Excel and Essbase topics, and flies his own airplane on many business trips. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

EPBCS Tips, Tricks and Best Practices 
This session will cover Tips, Tricks and Best Practices for Implementing EPBCS modules. You’ll learn how to use leverage out of box functionality and customization. The session will 
also cover best practices for Meta Data, Forms, Rules and Data. 
 
Presenter: Liz Kasabian, Product Management, Oracle 
Liz Kasabian is a Planning Software Developer at Oracle. Liz has been with Oracle for over 20 years. For the last 12 years, she has been in the Development team architecting and 
developing both on premise and cloud modules. She spent almost 10 years with Oracle Consulting leading Planning implementations for customers, and in her tenure with Oracle 
Consulting, she had responsibility to train and mentor consultants. Fun fact: She is a diehard Orange Theory enthusiast and has two teenage daughters and two dogs. 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Tips & Tricks 

3:00 – 3:45 PM 

How to Ensure a Successful Oracle EPM/Hyperion Project 
Join Tony Scalese (ACE Director) to hear different strategies that you can use to ensure that your project is successful.  This presenter brings a unique perspective to the many facets 
that make up a successful project. This will be an interactive session and we encourage you to come with your questions. Be ready to conquer whatever Hyperion project lies ahead! 
 

Presenter: Tracy McMullen, Architect, interRel 
Tracy McMullen is an Architect with interRel Consulting and an Oracle ACE Alum. She has worked with EPM & BI technologies for over 20 years. She holds many Oracle certifications 
and is a frequent speaker at conferences and interRel webcasts. Fun fact: Tracy just celebrated 15 years with interRel; she hates chocolate and is a diehard Harry Potter fan. 
 

Presenter: Tony Scalese, Chief Customer Officer, OneCloud 
The guy formerly known as FCMEE Guru. 

 

  



Time (CDT) Industry Buzz 

11:00–11:45 AM 

So, You Want to Be a Data Scientist? (Or Understand What One Does) 
The Harvard Business Review said that Data Scientist “The Sexiest Job of the 21st Century”. Are you confused as to what is Data Science, if so you are in good company because 
even among data scientists there is confusion. This talk will provide a basic overview of data science principles, for those wishing to become a data scientist, or just those who wish to 
understand what a Data Scientist does and how to start down the road to either become a data scientist or enable you to deal with one. We will also cover the data science team, 
data traps, and why failing can be beneficial. 
 
Presenter: Andrew Preston, Managing Partner, Infosemantics 
Andrew Preston has over 25 years of experience in the IT Consulting space, focusing primarily on Data Warehousing and Analytics, and including extensive work with OBIEE and 
OBIA. He has led a number of large Data Warehouse implementations for multinational companies. Andrew led the efforts to launch the Infosemantics Manila office, and as Managing 
Partner, he continues to head up the firm’s Asia office, while also leading Analytics efforts in the USA. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Data for Good: A Global Analytics Movement 
In this session, our presenter will share how Oracle technology, specifically Oracle Analytics, has been used in the Data for Good movement. The Data for Good movement highlights 
how data science can be used to address a range of humanitarian issues. DataKind, who started the movement, is a network of organizations and data scientists who leverage the 
data for social impact. 
 
Presenter: Neviana Zhgaba, Digital Finance Senior Program Manager, GE 
Neviana is a Senior Technical Program Manager responsible for leading the digitization and transformation of GE's external auditing technology platform by partnering with Deloitte, 
GE's new auditor. In her prior role, Neviana was a Senior Technical Product Manager who was responsible for leading implementations of Digital Products and Analytics Solutions in 
the Finance EPM space by transforming and automating manual data collection and analysis processes, improving data quality and governance, while enabling significant productivity 
gains for the business globally. Neviana is an Oracle ACE as well as a member of the Board of Directors of ODTUG. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

EPM Cloud Wars: Azure vs. OCI 
In this session, we’ll discuss the latest trends in adoption of Oracle Hyperion EPM System deployments on the industry’s leading Cloud Infrastructure providers. We will discuss and 
compare our own real-world experiences with, installing and configuring the latest releases of Oracle Hyperion EPM System 11.1.2.4 and 11.2.2 on Microsoft Azure and Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure (OCI). We’ll explain how to leverage the Azure and OCI cloud infrastructure provider’s native resources for your deployments. We provide some technical and 
procedural gotchas we encountered during some of our recent builds on the IaaS platforms and performance benchmarks of Oracle Financial Management and Oracle Essbase. Lastly, 
we’ll compare the cost of Microsoft Azure against deployments on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). Join us and bring your questions! 
 
Presenter: Jeff Henkel, Certified Microsoft Azure Architect 
Jeff leads the Managed Services team at iArch Solutions.  He is an Indiana native and a graduate of Ball State University.  The bulk of Jeff’s career has been spent consulting in the 
EPM Infrastructure space and he has talked to hundreds of Hyperion clients over the years.  His work focuses on integrating complex technical environments and migrating diverse 
versions (regardless of what is officially supported).  Jeff is also an avid cloud computing specialist with experience working with AWS, OCI and Azure.  In his spare time, Jeff enjoys 
playing piano and teaching Taekwondo.  
 
Presenter: Joe Malewicki, Certified Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Architect   
iArch Solutions was founded by recognized Oracle EPM/Hyperion Infrastructure and Cloud Architect, Joe Malewicki. Joe is an Oracle ACE has over 26 years of direct technical 
experience and holds various cloud architect certifications along with having attended as well as having taught many Oracle EPM/Hyperion technical product training sessions. Joe is a 
multiple award-winning speaker and has received Top Speaker awards several times at ODTUG’s annual KScope conference. When Joe isn’t working, he enjoys Hiking, Mountain 
Biking, canoeing/kayaking, cooking and volunteering at Boy Scouts of America. 

2:00–2:45 PM 

Why Hyperion Exists (A.K.A. Why You Need EPM) 
In today’s world of data overload, how do you take the volumes and volumes of data across all of your systems and turn it into actionable intelligence? This session will review the 
“why” of why Hyperion / EPM exists and all of the tools in the EPM Toolbelt you can use to achieve this objective. We’ll explain why you can’t do everything in the ERP and how best 
to integrate, consolidate, report, and analyze information from all systems into a single EPM system. 
 
Presenter: Tracy McMullen, Architect, interRel 
Tracy McMullen is an Architect with interRel Consulting and an Oracle ACE Alumni (formerly Oracle ACE Director). She has worked with EPM & BI technologies for over 20 years. She 
holds many Oracle certifications and is a frequent speaker at conferences and interRel webcasts. Fun fact about name: she just celebrated 15 years with interRel; she hates chocolate 
and is a diehard Harry Potter fan. 
 
Presenter: Tony Scalese, Chief Customer Officer, OneCloud 
The guy formerly known as FCMEE Guru. 



3:00-3:45 PM 

The New EPM Integration World: It's Not Just a Little Orange Fish Anymore! 
This session is about the current landscape for EPM Integration Solutions. We will cover products, solutions and technologies leveraged in EPM Integration such as FDMEE, ODI, 
Python, Data Integration (Cloud), EPM Integration Agent, ERP Integration, etc. 
 
Presenter: Francisco Amores Torres, EPM Data Integration Lead, inlumi 
Francisco Amores Torres has over 13 years of experience helping companies bridge the gap between their data source systems and the EPM solutions. He loves technical challenges 
and is passionate about inspiring customers and transforming their integration requirements into high-quality solutions. Francisco enjoys presenting and sharing knowledge with the 
EPM community and has been presenting at Kscope since 2014. He is an Oracle ACE. 

 

Time (CDT) Closing Ceremony 

3:45 – 5:00 PM 

Closing Ceremony followed by Eddie & The Consultants Musical Replay 
We will close out Hyperion Solutions Conference 2020 with a BANG! Were you lucky enough to witness, “Eddie & The Consultants Musical” in person at Solutions 2007? Were you one 
of the hundreds that crammed into a conference room to witness such theatrical expertise? Well, if you weren’t, we recorded it for you. Grab your favorite beverage and watch the 
replay of a fantastic musical. 

 


